Influence of nucleotides on the cold stability of chloroplast coupling factor 1.
Chloroplast coupling factor 1 (CF1), a cold-labile enzyme, contains six nucleotide binding sites. These sites are located at the alpha/beta interfaces of the alpha 3 beta 3 heterohexamer. The cold lability of CF1 is decreased by the presence of nucleotides in the medium. We have studied the influence of both different nucleotides and different binding sites on the cold dissociation of CF1. To monitor the dissociation of CF1 during cold treatment, 8-anilino-1-naphthalenesulfonic acid (ANS) was employed. The increase in ANS fluorescence during cold treatment is the result of increased accessibility of intersubunit hydrophobic regions as the complex dissociates. Mg(2+)-adenosine triphosphates, tightly bound to CF1, markedly stabilize the enzyme in the cold. ADP only protects CF1 from dissociating in the cold when it is bound to the loose sites or when it is bound in conjunction with Mg2+. CF1 that contained 2 mol of ADP/mol and little bound Mg2+ was nearly as cold labile as CF1 that contained just 0.2 mol of ADP/mol. When about one of the two bound ADPs was replaced with adenylyl beta, gamma-imidodiphosphate (AMP-PNP), some protection from cold dissociation was observed. These results show that the site(s) occupied, as well as the nucleotides they contain, strongly influence(s) the structural stability of CF1.